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Last August we initiated an ambitious project to
revise the agency’s Strategic Plan. With recent changes
in agency leadership, coupled with the federal
requirement to perform a 10-year update of our state’s
Forest Action Plan for the US Forest Service, FY2020
was a great time to revise these documents in a way
that truly integrates them, aligns agency actions and
drives the Forestry Commission toward our vision.
Going into this project, our goals were
to create a strategic plan that is:
• proactive in guiding our work in a
meaningful way;
• simplified so that every employee
can understand the overall plan,
where they fit it, and how they can
contribute to our vision;
• truly reflective of our goals and
accomplishments.
The new, fourth edition of the strategic
plan, adopted by our commissioners
Aug. 6, is much more streamlined and
data-driven. While still maintaining
the core structure of our previous plans,
it does include several important new
components, the first of which is the
vision statement.

While our mission statement defines
what we do, the vision statement
sets the tone for what we want to
achieve and gives our plan a forward
lean by defining our future desired
state – Healthy Forests, Resilient
Communities, and Impeccable Service.
I believe this statement is strong, elegant
and persuasive because it crystallizes
our position as an authority and leader
in natural resource management and
also as a nimble, responsive state agency
whose primary goal is serving forest
landowners.
The beauty of our new vision statement
is that it was formulated internally,
from the feedback of our employees, all
levels and areas of which participated
in several rounds of brainstorming that
explored the larger questions of who we
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are, whom we serve, what we do and
how we do it.
We desire to maintain healthy forests
that are sustainable and productive,
producing economic, environmental
and societal benefits like clean air, clean
water, wildlife habitat and beautiful
scenery. We desire to have more
resilient communities that can respond
and recover more quickly to adverse
situations like wildfires and flooding.
We will achieve our long-term goals
by providing impeccable service to the
forestry community of South Carolina.
Another new component of the
Strategic Plan is the statement of our
agency’s values. This is my favorite
part of the new plan because these
values statements (Safety, Integrity,
Community, Service and Commitment)
describe the essence of who we are, what
we stand for, and what our co-workers
and stakeholders should expect from
the Forestry Commission. And while
each of these values resonates with me
personally, what makes them powerful
is that these values were derived from
genuine conversations with employees
from all over the agency and were
selected by you during our strategic
plan survey this spring. As a nod to the
importance of everyone’s participation,
the values are listed in order based on
your survey answers.
The final major new component are
the key indicators of performance. Key
indicators are where the rubber hits the
road. They make the plan active and
forward leaning, and allow staff and
partners to see how they fit into the
plan and how their actions can move
the agency forward. Note that index
measures have been included in our
key indicators as a way to combine
our rich accomplishment report data
into composite scores that can better
communicate performance using a

On the Cover
The cover photo features a stack of timber at the Georgia
Pacific mill in Prosperity.
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Commissioners socially distance for a group photo at their August meeting, as viewed from a drone: (left to right)
Eric Smith, Jesse Neville, Josh Sandt, Amy McFadden, Sam Coker, Walt McPhail and State Forester Scott Phillips.

dashboard-type display.
I encourage all of our employees to
go out and take a look at the new
Strategic Plan and the Key Performance
Indicators document. You will find
metrics that encompass the vast
majority of the work we do, and I hope
you will be able to see how the work
you do ties into our future direction.
This is important because the agency
only succeeds in achieving its goals
when our employees succeed in their
individual work goals. It takes a team
with each person doing their part to
bring the plan together!
With the revision process nearly
completed, the Forest Action Plan is
on target to be finalized by November,
and we can now start looking ahead
to implementation. Program leads are
actively reviewing the key performance
indicators, identifying new data to
be collected, and developing tools to
collect this data.
There is always trial, error and
trepidation when implementing
changes. There is also excitement.
I have heard a number of positive
comments from staff as they began
collecting new performance metric
data. One person was excited to see
the new data reflecting important
work being performed in his work area
that was never captured before, better
highlighting the accomplishments of
his team. Another was excited to see
unexpected benefits from implementing
a new data collection tool that tracks
the work they are doing more efficiently
and gives additional insight into the
various projects allowing better followup and customer service. I recognize
that it will take time to get these new
measures in place and to get them right,
but we are committed to the challenge,
knowing that we will stretch and grow
through the process.
Before I close I want to give a current

example of how our new Strategic
Plan and Key Performance Indicators
are creating actions that will drive
the agency forward. Goal 5 aims to
strengthen the Forestry Commission for
the Future, and Strategy 2 focuses on
developing a workforce that is inclusive,
skilled, engaged and productive.
One of the indicators of success in this
area will be measuring the engagement
of our employees (see the Employee
Engagement Index). This will require
the agency to continually measure key
indicators of employee engagement.
While there are proxy measures like
turnover rates, promotion rates,
etc., the agency needs a systematic
and repeatable direct measure of
employee engagement. To get this
continual direct feedback loop we are
deploying two new levels of employee
engagement surveys that will provide
our employees additional opportunities
to provide feedback and allow the
agency to quantify our efforts to make
the Commission a more desirable
workplace.
The first phase of this project will be
the development of “pulse surveys,”
which will be conducted twice each
year. These pulse surveys will be short
surveys focused on getting key feedback
from a random sample of employees
several times each year. The second
phase will be a comprehensive employee
engagement survey that will give all
employees the opportunity to provide
more detailed feedback every third
year. Look for more details to come out
on these surveys over the next several
weeks.
Thank you for all that you do for our
agency.
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Hydration Key to Strength, Endurance and Overall Health
Dehydration is the result of the body trying to regulate its
temperature naturally through sweating. Maintaining body fluids
is essential for sweating. You must hydrate before, during and after
work.
• Studies conducted on wildland firefighters indicate that during
fire suppression activities firefighters need to drink a minimum
of 1 quart of fluid each hour of work.
• Before work, you should take extra fluids to prepare for the heat.
Drink 1 or 2 cups of water, juice or a sports drink before work.
• While working drink at least 1 quart of fluid per hour. Drink
as much as you can during the lunch break. Water is your
greatest need during work in the heat.
• Hyponatremia (abnormally low concentration of sodium in the Kershaw/Lee Sector FMO Cody Watts stays hydrated with water on a prescribed
blood), as a result of excessive water intake, is a potentially
burn.
life-threatening complication and can be prevented when
rehydration is enhanced by fluids containing sodium and potassium, or when foods with these electrolytes are consumed
along with water.
• After work, it is important to continue drinking to replace fluid losses. Thirst always underestimates fluid needs, so you
should drink more than you think you need.
• Unacclimatized workers lose more salt in the heat so they need to pay particular attention to salt replacement.
• Don’t overdo salt intake; too much salt impairs temperature regulation. Excessive salt can cause stomach distress, fatigue
and other problems.
• You can assess your hydration by observing the volume, color and concentration of your urine. Low volumes of dark,
concentrated urine or painful urination indicate a serious need for rehydration. Other signs of dehydration include a
rapid heart rate, weakness, excessive fatigue and dizziness.
• Rapid loss of several pounds of body weight is a certain sign of dehydration. Rehydrate before returning to work;
continuing to work in a dehydrated state can lead to serious consequences, including heat stroke, muscle breakdown and
kidney failure.

Provided by Training & Safety Manager Stephen Patterson
This safety message comes from the National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) Risk Management Committee’s Six
Minutes for Safety Program. https://www.nwcg.gov/committee/6mfs

See if you can find the hidden dozer located somewhere in this issue of Tree Country. (It will be smaller that the one to the left and NO, it isn’t the one in
the header of the Safety Message.)
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Employee News
New Employees
Please welcome new Georgetown Sector FMO Jon Thomas to the agency. Jon started Aug. 10 and
lives in Hemingway, where he grew up. He graduated from Hemingway High School and served in
the military police for eight years with the National Guard. He also served as a paramedic for the last
25 years and a firefighter for almost 20 years. Jon enjoys almost anything outdoors; hunting, fishing,
camping, boating, etc. As long as it is outdoors, he is happy. Welcome Jon!
Jon Thomas

Employee Actions
John Wilson was promoted to the position of Sector
Fire Management Officer (FMO) for the Aiken/Barnwell
Sector Aug. 17. Congratulations, John!

John Wilson

Human Resources
- Lynn Rivers

Farewells
Accounting Manager Carrie Morris transferred to another agency Aug. 14.
Berkeley Sector Forestry Technician Kelly Cornatzer resigned Aug. 31.

Justin Smith Proud First-Time Father
Sand Hills State Forest Assistant Forest
Director Justin Smith is the proud
father of a son, Sawyer Dempsey Smith,
born Aug. 21. Sawyer weighed 7 lbs.,
5 oz. and was 20 inches long. Baby
Sawyer and mother Ashley are doing
great. Congratulations, Justin!

Justin is all smiles with son Sawyer.
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Sawyer Dempsey Smith
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Remaining 2020 State Holiday Schedule
Holiday						Day Observed
Veterans Day						Wednesday, November 11
Thanksgiving Day					Thursday, November 26
Day After Thanksgiving Day 			
Friday, November 27
Christmas Eve					Thursday, December 24
Christmas Day 					
Friday, December 25
Day After Christmas				
Monday, December 28
2021 State Holiday Schedule
Holiday						Day Observed
New Year's Day			
		
Friday, January 1
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day			
Monday, January 18
Presidents Day 					
Monday, February 15
Confederate Memorial Day			
Monday, May 10
National Memorial Day				
Monday, May 31
Independence Day					Monday, July 5
Labor Day						Monday, September 6
Veterans Day						Thursday, November 11
Thanksgiving Day					Thursday, November 25
Day After Thanksgiving 				
Friday, November 26
Christmas Eve			
		
Friday, December 24
Christmas Day					Monday, December 27
Day After Christmas		
		
Tuesday, December 28

Human Resources
- Lynn Rivers

CURRENT JOB OPENINGS
For complete information on SCFC job openings visit http://www.jobs.sc.gov, click on the
mouse, search by agency for “Forestry”.

www.jobs.sc.gov

No openings at this time.
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No Service Awards for September
Commissioners Amy McFadden
and Walt McPhail admire the
Harbison State Forest deck,
with lumber donated by Collum
Lumber and labor to build
picnic tables donated by the SC
Chapter of the Association of
Consulting Foresters.

In an email to Black River Unit Forester Ron Holt from Pee Dee Regional Forester Mike Ney dated Aug. 28 regarding Horry/
Marion Sector personnel removing hazard trees around the Britton's Neck tower:
Ron,
I just wanted to let you know what an outstanding job Brandon Craig and his techs did in removing the hazard trees around
the Britton Neck tower site. All the men were professional, safe, and worked extremely hard to complete this task. I was
amazed that Brandon and his crew were able to safely remove all but two of these trees. As I inspected the work with Brandon,
I saw no way we could have removed these two trees. Brandon made a great call in not trying to cut them which may have led
to damaging the tower or building.
The whole process made me extremely proud we have folks with this agency that take pride in their jobs, work hard and put
safety first.
Thanks so much and please share this with Brandon and his crew.
Mike
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Employee Open Enrollment - October 1-31, 2020
October open enrollment is approaching, and the South Carolina Public Employee Benefit Authority (PEBA) and this office
are here to help eligible employees during this open enrollment period. Open enrollment begins October 1 and ends October
31, 2020, at 11:59 p.m. Any changes made during open enrollment take effect January 1, 2021.
Open enrollment options for active employees are listed below:
Choose your health plan.
• Change from one health plan to another:
o Standard Plan;
o Savings Plan; or
Benefits/Health
o TRICARE Supplement Plan.
- Allison Doherty
• Enroll yourself or any eligible dependents in health coverage.
• Drop health coverage for yourself or any dependents.
Choose your vision coverage.
• Enroll in or drop State Vision Plan coverage for yourself and/or your eligible dependents.
Choose your additional life insurance coverage.
• Enroll in or increase Optional Life coverage up to $50,000 without medical evidence.
• Enroll in or increase Optional Life coverage (over $50,000) or Dependent Life-Spouse coverage with medical evidence.
• Drop or decrease Optional Life and Dependent Life-Spouse coverage.
• Enroll in or drop Dependent Life-Child coverage.
Employees who want to enroll in or increase Optional Life coverage over $50,000 or enroll a spouse in Dependent Life-Spouse
coverage, please contact Allison Doherty, Benefits Administrator, at (803) 896-8872 or Adoherty@scfc.gov for a Statement of
Health form to complete and return to MetLife.
Employees can enroll in or increase your Optional Life coverage up to $50,000 through MyBenefits. For life insurance open
enrollment changes that require medical evidence (Optional Life coverage over $50,000 or Dependent Life-Spouse coverage),
an employee also must complete a Notice of Election (NOE) form, sign it and return the form to Allison no later than
October 31, 2020. The Human Resources Office will submit the form to PEBA once she receives approval for coverage from
MetLife.
Choose your additional long term disability coverage.
• Enroll in Supplemental Long Term Disability (SLTD) coverage without medical evidence. As a reminder, you can apply
for SLTD throughout the year with medical evidence.
• Change your benefit waiting period from 180 days to 90 days for existing coverage without medical evidence. As a
reminder, you can change your benefit waiting period from 180 days to 90 days for existing coverage throughout the
year with medical evidence.
• Change your benefit waiting period from 90 days to 180 days for existing coverage without medical evidence.
• Drop coverage.
Choose your MoneyPlus elections.
• Enroll in or drop the Pretax Group Insurance Premium feature.
• Enroll in or re-enroll in flexible spending accounts:
o Medical Spending Account.
o Limited-use Medical Spending Account.
o Dependent Care Spending Account.
• Enroll in or drop a Health Savings Account (HSA).
If you enroll in an HSA, you must open a bank account with Central Bank to access your funds.
(continued next page)
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(Continued)

Remember, employees can carry over up to $550 of unused Medical Spending Account (MSA) and Limited-use MSA funds
into the next plan year. Take this into consideration when making an election. Employees who enroll in the Savings Plan and
are not enrolled in a Health Savings Account (HSA), should consider enrolling in one. Employees who already have an HSA,
do not need to re-enroll, but should consider whether to change their contribution amount.
Employees are encouraged to log in to MyBenefits at mybenefits.sc.gov to make coverage selections during open enrollment. If
an employee does not have an account, included in this newsletter is the Setting Up a New MyBenefits Account flyer to learn
how to register. Employees who need to make changes by a Notice of Election form, please contact Allison or your regional
administrative liaison.
Allison Doherty, Benefits Administrator, is available to answer questions and help employees during October open enrollment.
Please call her at (803) 896- 8872 or email adoherty@scfc.gov. Employees also can find more details about open enrollment
changes available on PEBA’s open enrollment webpage at peba.sc.gov/oe. This article is only a brief summary of October
1-31, 2020 open enrollment changes.

2021 Insurance Benefits Guide & 2021 Insurance Summary
SCPEBA will not be printing and distributing the Insurance Benefits Guide
or the Insurance Summary for employees prior to open enrollment. Both
publications will be available online before open enrollment commences. The
insurance summary will have information for changes that employees can make
during open enrollment. The Human Resources Office will provide copies to
employees who do not have access to the materials.

Benefits/Health
- Allison Doherty

2020 Regional Preventive Worksite Screenings
Many of our active employees, their covered spouses, and retirees like to participate in an annual worksite regional
screening. This FREE preventive worksite screening is a $300 value in many healthcare settings. Screening components
include:
• Lipid profile: total cholesterol, LDL, HDL and triglycerides
• Chemistry profile: Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN) and creatinine, glucose, electrolytes, chloride and bicarbonate
• Hemogram: Red and white blood cell count, hemoglobin and hematocrit
• Blood pressure, height and weight
Registration forms for regional screenings are posted at PEBA online one month prior to the screening. They can be
accessed at www.peba.sc.gov/events.
• September 10 | Rock Hill
• November 13 | Darlington
• November 19 | Anderson
• TBD | Orangeburg
• TBD | Florence
*Dates and locations are subject to change or cancellation.

Updates to Insulin Copay Program
The Patient Assurance Program effective January 1, 2020, allows State Health Plan primary employees to get a 30-day
supply of their preferred insulin for $25 (90-day supply for $75) at a network pharmacy or through home delivery from
Express Scripts Pharmacy. Effective July 1, 2020, updates and additional insulin products were added to the program.
Employees can find out if their preferred insulin product is covered by the Patient Assurance Program by logging in to
their account at express-scripts.com or calling (855) 612-3128.
If you have questions or need assistance with any of this month’s newsletter topics, please contact Allison Doherty,
Benefits Administrator, at (803) 896-8872 or by email at adoherty@scfc.gov.
8
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Setting Up a New
MyBenefits Account
MyBenefits is the fastest, most convenient way for subscribers covered by PEBA-administered insurance
programs to manage their benefits. Enroll in MyBenefits today and start managing your insurance information.

Step 1

Step 2

Go to PEBA’s website, www.peba.sc.gov, and select

If you don’t know your Benefits Identification

the MyBenefits button on the right side of the page.

Number (BIN), select Get My BIN and follow the
instructions to retrieve it.

Step 3
Log in to MyBenefits 24/7 by entering your BIN,
the last four digits of your Social Security number
and your password.
• Access your insurance benefits information.
• Update your contact information.
• Review and change your beneficiaries.
• Make changes to your coverage during the
annual open enrollment period in October and
To set up an account, select the Register button.

some special eligibility situations.

Follow the five-step process to complete your
registration.
This document does not constitute a comprehensive or binding representation regarding the employee benefits offered by PEBA. The terms and conditions of insurance plans offered by PEBA are set out in the applicable plan documents and
are subject to change. The language on this flyer does not create any contractual rights or entitlements for any person. PEBA complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin,
age, disability, or sex. ATENCIÓN: si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1.803.734.0119. 注意：如果您使用繁體中文，您可以免費獲得語言援助服務。請致電 1.803.734.0119
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Newly Revised Strategic Plan Marks Milestone for Agency
There was no fanfare – no celebrations,
press releases or grand pronouncements
otherwise – but Thursday, Aug. 6
marked an important milestone for the
South Carolina Forestry Commission.
The agency quietly embarked on a
new era that day when the board of
commissioners adopted a newly revised
strategic plan that will continue to guide
our organization toward maximum
effectiveness and accountability.
The retooling of the strategic plan and
its accompanying quarterly progress
report was one of several of State
Forester Scott Phillips’ major initiatives
announced at the beginning of his
tenure in January 2018.
Several years in the making, the new
and highly improved strategic plan
refocuses the five mission-critical
areas of the agency’s infrastructure
by tying very specific performance
measures to the key services that the
Forestry Commission provides. It was
developed with the feedback garnered in
multiple, successive strategic planning
meetings consisting of different
groups of agency stakeholders, all of
which were moderated by consultants
Nathan Strong and Tom Terez. Further
strengthening this development process
was an agency-wide survey in which all
employees had the opportunity to both
evaluate the nascent plan and offer their
own constructive criticism.
This new quantitative approach to
determining our degree of mission
accomplishment represents a major
departure from the largely qualitative
report that preceded it. While the
previous strategic plan did collect some
trackable statistical data about some
of our service levels, it was still largely
narrative-based and less reflective of the
complete scope of work that our agency
does.
The strategic plan now centers its
attention exclusively on measurable
components of performance across all
10

divisions of the agency. Organized by
the five principal areas, or goals, of
our agency’s multifaceted mission –
Enhance Public Benefits From Trees
And Forests, Protect Forests From
Harm, Conserve Working Forests,
Raise Awareness About Our Forests
and Strengthen The Commission For
The Future – the plan lays out explicit
strategies supporting each goal, and the
achievement of each of the strategies is
gauged by a combination of individual
and composite key performance
indicators (KPIs).
One example of a standalone
performance metric, or KPI, is the
agency’s turnover rate, which is
calculated simply by taking the number
of separations each month and dividing
by the total number of employees for
the same period.
A composite measure, on the other
hand, is an index made up of several
individual KPIs. An example of this
kind of aggregated measure in the new
strategic plan is the Landowner Services
Index, which synthesizes individual
KPIs into a single score, in this case the
1)percent service contracts completed,
2)acres prescribed-burned under service
contracts, 3)acres of standby service
delivered, 4)miles of firebreaks installed,
5)number of water bars constructed and
6)total revenue from service activities.
Not only does the new strategic plan
place its emphasis solely on these
data-based performance metrics, but
it also now aligns – by design – the
agency’s goal-level aspirations with the
long-term strategies reported in the
agency’s Forest Action Plan, which we
update and submit to the US Forest
Service every 10 years. This is especially
practical because the Forest Action
Plan serves as the underpinning for
funds that we and other state forestry
agencies solicit as part of grant-writing
activities every year. Now that the two
plans conform to each other in scope

and detail, prospective SCFC grant
writers can target the USFS’ national
priorities by referencing the needs of
our own agency. Forest Management
Chief Russell Hubright deserves high
praise for his role in coordinating
the alignment of the Forest Action
Plan with the Strategic Plan. Their
development would not have been
possible without all of the extra time,
consideration and work he contributed
to navigating this year-long process.
Finally, this new strategic plan is
different in that it will be shared by
everyone in the agency. Previously, only
certain employees contributed to the
reporting for the strategic plan, which
had not been shared widely with the
entire SCFC family. Now the plan is
available for anyone in the agency to
review and contribute to; both the
plan itself (http://trees.sc.gov/docs/
strategicplan.pdf ) and the companion
document of key performance
indicators (http://trees.sc.gov/docs/
keyindicators.pdf ) are available online.
Please take time to review both
documents, and feel free to suggest
improvements at any time.
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SCFC Employees Can Use Zoom, BUT with Notable Restrictions
With the recent surge of videoconferencing software
hitting the market amid the COVID-19 pandemic,
the Zoom app quickly became one of the most popular
solutions for accommodating distance learning and
facilitating remote meetings.
That popularity has come at a cost, however: there
have been many data security issues associated with
the Zoom platform, some of which have reportedly
included questionable routing of data it collects from
users, dubious encryption techniques and the lack of
protection from being “zoom-bombed” by mischievous
and/or nefarious actors.
The lack of appropriate security offered by Zoom is the
reason that the SC Forestry Commission and other state agencies have prohibited its use on agency-owned devices such as
smartphones and computers.
But all is not lost. The Forestry Commission recognizes that some partners and outside agencies host meetings using Zoom. We
recommend you work with vendors, partners or other organizations you interact with via their web conferencing platforms to
ensure that participation in these meetings does not put sensitive data at risk.
To that end, it should be noted that SCFC employees CAN USE Zoom, but with the following restrictions.
• DO NOT INSTALL the desktop software or smartphone app for Zoom on agency devices
• USE YOUR WEB BROWSER ONLY to join a Zoom video conference
o The web browser version gets security enhancements faster
o The web browser version runs in a “sandbox” and limits the amount of potential harm to your computer or
smartphone
o When you click to join a meeting, look in the meeting invite for the fine print to “join from your browser” and
click that instead to join the meeting
• DO NOT USE YOUR AGENCY EMAIL ADDRESS if required to create an account
o Create a “burner” email address if required to create an account, or perhaps your personal email address, with a
service like Gmail, Yahoo, AOL, etc. to use instead. A “burner email” is a disposable email address that you set up
for those times when you need a valid email address to register online for any number of purposes, but don't want
to share your personally identifiable information. This hides your true identity from the sender/other participants
and protects you from spam.
• Take a close look at the URL or web address for the video conference. Be very suspicious of any that do not end with
zoom.us or zoomgov.com
o In a three weeks period, over 2,400 Zoom-related domains had been registered. Check Point Research determined
that 32 of those domains were malicious and 320 were “suspicious.”
o Verify any meeting invitation with suspicious looking URLs
• If you are hosting a Zoom meeting, ask that meeting participants sign in with a password to help prevent “uninvited”
guests
o Become familiar with the security features in Zoom. Many are not set by default – although Zoom has been making
changes in that area
Please be aware of these security and privacy concerns if you are asked to join any web conference that is being hosted by an
entity outside of your normal communication channels. Be mindful of the data you may be sharing. The other party may
perform actions such as maintaining recordings, chats, notes, shared screens, etc. Zoom has seen a dramatic increase in users
and has experienced several long outages this year that has disrupted its service for users. For more critical video conferences, a
paid subscription with other platforms may be a better option than “free” Zoom.
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Be Pro, Be Proud SC
Be Pro Be Proud SC, a workforce
development project designed to close the
skills gap in South Carolina, launched
with a kick-off event Sept. 3 at the
South Carolina State Farmers Market in
Columbia. Governor Henry McMaster
has partnered with several state agencies
and the Associated Industries of S.C.
Foundation, an umbrella non-profit
group whose membership includes
more than a dozen trade associations,
including the Forestry Association of
South Carolina and the SC Chamber of
Commerce, to promote this statewide
training program for many different
skilled professional careers.
SCFC Commissioner Josh Sandt
serves on the steering committee of the
Associated Industries of S.C. Foundation.
The centerpiece of the launch event was
a custom-designed, 53-foot 18-wheeler
Resource Development Director Tim Adams tries his hand at operating the trucking simulator.
featuring hands-on simulators for
commercial driving, heavy equipment
operation, carpentry, welding and other job skills. The mobile lab will visit schools
Forest Resource
and events statewide. South Carolina is the second state in the country, following
-Tim Adams
Arkansas’ lead, to implement the Be Pro Be Proud movement. The goal of the
program is to raise awareness among South Carolina students of the need for
technical workers in the construction, trucking and related industries. Associated
Industries of SC Foundation's members include the SC Trucking Association; Carolina’s Associated General Contractors;
Forestry Association of SC; SC Chamber of Commerce; SC Farm Bureau Federation, SC Petroleum Marketers Association;
South Carolina Timber Producers Association; Palmetto Agribusiness Council; SC Motor Coach Association; Carolinas
Ready-Mix Association; SC Propane Gas Association, SC Beverage Association, SC Retail Federation, SC Beer Wholesalers
Association and the SC Asphalt Pavement Association. The state agencies supporting the BePro BeProud initiative are the SC
Technical College System, SC Department of Employment and Workforce and the SC Department of Commerce.

Governor McMaster and Associated Industries of South Carolina Foundation leadership
hold a ribbon cutting event at the SC State Farmers Market.
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Visit https://www.beprobeproudsc.org/book-a-tour-stop/ to book a tour stop for your
local school.
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Pressley Passes FIA Certification
Congratulations to Coastal FIA Forester Drew Pressley
for successfully passing his FIA certification exam July
29. All FIA employees are required by the U.S. Forest
Service – Southern Research Station – FIA Unit to be
certified to collect FIA field data. An individual must
score an 80 percent or higher on their certification
exam and maintain an 87 percent average of all scored
check cruises to remain certified.

FIA
-Byron Rominger

Drew Pressley

Certain Masks Not Effective at Preventing Spread of COVID-19
A new peer-reviewed study published by Duke University researchers in the journal Science Advances has demonstrated that
neck gaiters and knit bandanas/masks, particularly those made of polyester/spandex, are not effective at preventing the spread
of COVID-19.
Led by Duke physics professor Martin Fischer, researchers made the discovery while testing 14 different types of masks,
according to the study published Friday.
The scientists discovered that neck fleeces, or neck gaiters, were the least effective and actually allowed more respiratory
droplets to escape than not wearing a mask at all.
The neck gaiter actually disperses the largest respiratory droplets into multiple smaller droplets, which stay airborne longer
because large droplets sink faster. "We attribute this to the fleece, the textile, breaking up those big particles into many little
particles," Fischer said. "They tend to hang around longer in the air. They get carried away easier in the air. So this might
actually be counterproductive to wear such a mask. So it's not the case that any mask is better than nothing."
Bandanas also demonstrated very limited effectiveness, while fitted N95 masks, three-layer surgical masks and masks that can
accommodate polypropylene filters were the most effective at curtailing droplets, followed by a variety of relatively standard
two-layer cotton masks.
Vented Masks
Vented masks have also been singled out by the Centers For Disease Control as ineffective at preventing the spread of
COVID-19. As the purpose of masks is to keep respiratory droplets from reaching others to aid with source control, masks
with one-way valves or vents allow exhaled air to be expelled out through holes in the material. This can allow exhaled
respiratory droplets to reach others and potentially spread the COVID-19 virus. The CDC does not recommend using masks
if they have an exhalation valve or vent.
Agency Guidance
Nothing in S.C. Gov. Henry McMaster’s executive orders related to COVID-19 or in the S.C. Department of
Administration’s coronavirus safety guidance specifies or prohibits what types of masks people can wear, or not, respectively.
Therefore, the Forestry Commission cannot prohibit employees from wearing any
of the ineffective masks mentioned above. We do ask, however, that all personnel
Safety
strongly consider the scientifically demonstrated evidence presented in the
-Stephen Patterson
study referenced above. Remember, masks are worn primarily to prevent the
wearer from distributing the virus to others, so the more effective a mask you
wear, the more successful you will be in helping slow the spread and flatten the curve.
N95 masks are in limited supply and should be reserved for medical personnel and emergency workers who come into close
contact with potential COVID-19 positive persons. Standard cloth face masks are recommended for our employees.
September 2020
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Prothonotary Warbler Boxes Installed on Harbison
Harbison State Forest received 10 prothonotary warbler boxes
from SC Wildlife Federation Habitat Education Manager
Jay Keck. Assistant Education Coordinator Beth Foley and
Education Coordinator Matt Schnabel assisted Jay with installing
the nesting boxes. Five boxes were installed on posts along
Harbison State Forest's Nicholas Creek, which is near the river
field. Five more boxes were installed on trees along Middle Creek
near the canoe landing. Jay is interested to see if the nesting
success will be different in the post mounted boxes versus the tree
mounted boxes.
Prothonotary warbler populations have significantly declined in
the past due to habitat loss. These warblers nest in cavities in trees
or nest boxes in wooded swamps and forested wetlands. Removal
of standing dead trees and channeling of streams can affect
availability of nest sites as well as nest success. Their population
numbers have started to increase in some areas thanks to
conservationists putting up nesting boxes. Prothonotary warblers
breed all throughout South Carolina but are more commonly
seen in the bottomland hardwood forests of the Lowcountry.

SCFC Education Coordinator Matt Schnabel and SCWF Education Manager Jay
Keck installing a post mounted nesting box. These boxes are placed within
15 feet of a water source as well as facing the water.

The prothonotary warblers are a favorite of many SC birders because
of their bright golden yellow plumage. (Photo from allaboutbirds.
org)

Education
-Beth Foley

SCFC Assistant Education Coordinator Beth Foley takes
a GPS point of the newly installed nesting box. The
prothonotary warbler boxes will be cleaned out once a
year.
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Matt mounts a nesting box on a tree next to
Middle Creek.
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SCFC Assists With Chester Plant Fire
The Carolina Poly plant on S.C. Highway 9 in Chester caught
fire before dawn Aug. 24 and continued to burn into the evening.
Firefighters had difficulty containing the blaze.
Fire departments from as far as Gaffney responded and 10 state
and county agencies were on site with 60-70 personnel working to
control the blaze and make safety decisions. Five firefighters were
taken to the hospital, four with heat-related injuries and one with a
foot injury.
The fire involved wooden pallets, plastics on materials and pallets,
trailers and other materials such as tires on the trailers. There also
was some oil in drums involved in the fire.
The Forestry Commission was on the scene working to establish
a fire break in nearby woods to keep the fire from spreading, and
Protection Chief Darryl Jones provided an aerial view of the fire in the incident
Protection Chief Darryl Jones was providing aerial views from a
drone for the incident command post. Darryl provided both visual command post.
and thermal images and flew every half hour during the active
burning, and once an hour as things moderated.
Our firefighters did an awesome job establishing a firebreak between
the burning plastics and the adjacent woods that was used to hold
the fire. In addition to our dozers, some other equipment was on
site, a privately owned dozer, a track hoe and a bobcat. At the high
point there were around 170 firefighters engaged, including nine
ladder trucks, engines, tankers, and support vehicles, along with
EMD, EMS and assets from Firefighter Mobilization. EPA and
DHEC were on scene monitoring air quality too, and luckily the
plume was being pushed away from the command post.
SCFC Resources that assisted: Cherokee/Chester/York Sector FMO
You could see dark smoke from the fire in Chester from Chief Pilot
Matt Gordon, Cherokee/Chester/York Sector Forestry Technicians
Sam Anderson's home five miles away.
Jim Zelenak, Michael Walley, John Scott Cloninger, and Piedmont
East Unit Forester Jeff Riggin.

Guess the Identity of These Masked Employees

???
Email me if you have a guess,
mjohnson@scfc.gov.

HINT: This "bear" has a first name for a last name.
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HINT: This "bear" is always on patrol also spreads Woodsy
Owl's message of "Give a hoot, don't pollute!"
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Lake City’s Continuum: An Impressive Wood Structure
Recently, my wife and I traveled to
her home in Lake City to visit with
family and friends. For those who aren’t
familiar with Lake City’s downtown
transformation, there is something new
to see each time we visit. The Inn at the
Crossroads is one of our favorite hotels as
it is filled with historic photos featuring
the area’s agricultural and forestry past.
After checking into our room, one look
out of the bedroom window toward
the Continuum next door led me back
outside to explore the wood structure.
The Continuum is a regional center for
education and workforce development; a
collaboration among Florence Darlington
Technical College, Francis Marion
University and The Greater Lake City
Foundation. The Continuum’s vision
and curriculum is innovative, as is the
The Continuum in Lake City is an impressive wooden structure.
building that houses it.
The 46,000 square-foot facility was
designed by McMillan Pazdan Smith,
Engineering News-Record’s 2019
Southeast Design Firm of the Year. The
impressive wooden structure features
large-scale glulam members and a naillaminated timber deck. Use of wood
produced a lighter-weight structure than
concrete and steel, along with a smaller
carbon footprint and superior strength.
The look and feel of the building is
reminiscent of the region’s barns and
outbuildings. The large wooden structure
continues from the outside to create
a main corridor at the center of the
building.
The unique design of this facility deserves
the attention of the forestry community.
Like the Snow Center at Clemson
University, mass timber structures are
gaining favor in the architectural world. The mass timber structure continues into the
South Carolina now has some excellent building to form the inside corridor.
examples of how mass timber can be
Closeup of exterior section of the mass timber structure.
utilized for its environmental, economic
and aesthetic benefits. Stop by and visit
the Continuum on your next trip to
Forest Resource
the beach, or just make Lake City your
-Tim Adams
destination.

Questions that leave you wondering...
Is Disney World a people trap operated by a mouse?
Before they invented drawing boards, what did they go back to?
If all the world is a stage, where is the audience sitting?
16
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Edisto Unit
Forester Pete
Stuckey snapped
this photo of a
7-foot alligator
at Niederhof
Forestry Center
Aug. 17.

Education Coordinator Matt Schnabel caught this Williamsburg Sector FMO Terry Cook was jogging at the Pee
river cooter, or slider turtle, laying eggs at the Dee WMA station near her home August 6 when she came
canoe landing on Harbison in July.
across this cottonmouth, who smiled pretty for a photo
before she headed in a different direction.

Coastal FIA Foresters Drew Pressley and Adam Forbes were
working on a plot in a swamp in Dorchester County Aug. 20,
when a family of otters came to see what they were up to. Drew
and Adam saw about six but couldn't get a good picture.

Chief Pilot Sam Anderson took this photo of hummingbirds feeding at his store in
Chester Aug. 15.
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Meet the new guard dog
at Manchester State Forest.
Administrative Assistant
Karen McIntosh sent in
this photo of a canebrake
(timber) rattlesnake guarding
the parking lot.

Education Coordinator Matt Schnabel caught this beautiful female box turtle eating a
mushroom on Harbison State Forest on the Discovery Trail.
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Lightning Strike Leaves Tree With Burning Claw Marks
A tree in South Carolina was left glowing with what appeared to be burning
claw marks after a lightning strike Aug. 9.
The City of Beaufort/Town of Port Royal Fire Department shared a photo
of the smoldering tree after the strike in the community located outside of
Hilton Head.
"Check out what a lightning strike did today to a tree in the Battery Point
subdivision!" the fire department wrote.
The incident in South Carolina was similar to one earlier this summer in
Maine when flames were spotted shooting up from the middle of a tree after
it was hit by lightning. Lightning typically strikes tall objects such as trees
and skyscrapers because their tops are closer to the base of the storm cloud,
according to the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL).
"However, this does not always mean tall objects will be struck. It all depends
on where the charges accumulate," according to the agency. "Lightning can
strike the ground in an open field even if the tree line is close by."
When a tree is hit, water inside the tree trunk is turned into steam as energy
from lightning heats the air anywhere from 18,000 degrees Fahrenheit to up
to 60,000 degrees Fahrenheit, according to the NSSL.
"If it gets under the bark into the surface moisture of the wood, the rapidly
expanding steam can blast pieces of bark from the tree, and the wood along
the path is often killed," the agency states.
https://www.foxnews.com/us/lightning-strike-south-carolina-tree-struck-claw-marks-burning-severeweather

A tree in Beaufort, S.C. glows after it was struck by lightning Aug.
9 during a thunderstorm. (City of Beaufort/Town of Port Royal
Fire Department)

Headquarters staff organize
Covid-19 PPE supplies in
the large conference room
Aug. 24 for another agency
distribution.

South Carolina Firsts
This milestone occurred in South Carolina and was the first of its kind in the United States.

First trial in a worker's compensation lawsuit – July 1838
In the case of James Murray vs. South Carolina Railroad Company, the plaintiff was
awarded a $1,500 verdict. This decision was later reversed by a higher court.
18
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State Forester Scott Phillips and
Commission Chair Walt McPhail
recognized Pee Dee LE Investigator
Winn McCaskill, Darlington/
Marlboro Sector FMO Shawn Feldner
and Kershaw/Lee Sector FMO Cody
Watts for their involvement in the
recovery of the firefighting unit that
was stolen in January.

Anyone recognize this current FMO back when
he was a Fire Warden? It's Allendale/Hampton/
Jasper Sector FMO Terrell Smith in his yellow
agency coveralls back in the 1980s.

Edisto Unit Forester Pete Stuckey and Allendale/Hampton/
Jasper Sector FMO Terrell Smith prepare frogmore stew for the
Commissioner meeting Aug. 6 (photo above and to the left).

Berkeley Sector Forestry Technician Nate Poston was
happy to get out of a bog recently. Nate was exercising his
new dozer at the Bonneau office when he bogged down.
Forestry Technician Justin Hasert came to the rescue with
the trusty, old spare John Deere 450 dozer.
Could you take the time to stack your firewood like this? If anyone tries, please let me know!

TREE JOKES

How do you know when a tree has had too much root beer?
						
He won't stop texting his ax!
What's a tree's favorite radio station?
						
One that plays poplar songs!
What kind of tree can you fit in your hand?
						A Palm tree
September 2020
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Fire Weather Outlook
Southern Area:
Above average significant fire potential is
expected across portions of central Texas
and western Oklahoma with below average
significant fire potential along the Gulf Coast
in September. Most of the Southern Area is
expected to have above average significant
fire potential in October and November
with much of the area returning to normal
in December except of portion of Texas and
Oklahoma where above average significant
fire potential is forecast.
Short and evolving longer term drought
conditions continue for the western Southern
Area with drier conditions developing in
August farther east into central and eastern
Texas. Dry fine fuels and lowering fuels
moistures in the larger live fuels are allowing
crown fire to develop. Pending any rain from
a tropical event, we expect overall drier fuel
conditions to persist. Fuel moistures for much
of the rest of the Southern Area continue to
trend at mostly above to well above average
levels with robust green conditions and
healthy vegetative states. The current drought outlook through November is still indicating drought expansion from west Texas
into central and even eastern Texas. Otherwise, significant drought development is not expected across the rest of the Southern
Area through November.
Fire activity significantly increased across Texas in August with resources in much higher and continuing demand. More typical
seasonally driven below to near average activity was observed east to the Mississippi River Valley. Except for Texas, Southern
Area fire activity during August trended below to well below average ranges and is a result of the humid weather and above
average near daily pattern of showers and thunderstorms. There is a lot of complexity with the evolving fall fire season due to
an expected and continued well above average and impactful tropical season, a developing La Niña episode, which should be
producing drier weather patterns, and current well above average fuel moistures across a large part of the South.
The tropical Pacific continued its cooling trend during August and with a positive trending Southern Oscillation Index (SOI),
a developing weak La Niña through the rest of the year appears likely. Both CPC and Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology still
have a “La Niña Watch” in effect for this likelihood. The cooling and below average trending tropical Pacific waters should
continue to produce heightened humid conditions and rain activity and increased chances for tropical development for the
rest of summer and possibly early fall. However, an evolving fall pattern leading to warmer and drier than average weather
will likely result in a broader drying trend in fuels and fall leaf drop. These will be indicators for the development of an
above average fall fire risk season. Peaking Atlantic tropical activity (September/October) within a still developing cooling
of the tropical pacific, along with the warmer conditions may complicate the timing of the drying and likely delaying and
lengthening the typical leaf drop season. In addition, any significant landfalling activity or near coast tropical tracks, which
could further amplify outflow subsidence and fuel drying would change the depicted September and October outlooks.
Through November and December, anticipated cooler weather dipping down into the Ohio and Tennessee Valleys should
return potential to seasonal averages. For western Oklahoma and particularly central and west Texas, an overall drier and
warmer than average pattern should be the trend for the rest of the year and consequently CPC is indicating an expansion of
drought is likely for these states.

Current Fire Numbers for South Carolina
MONTH-AND YEAR-TO-DATE COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS 5- AND 10-YEAR AVERAGE
Time Period
5-Year Average
10-Year Average
Current FY¹
¹To date for current fiscal year
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AUGUST
FIRES ACRES
71
359
64
254
7
8

JULY - AUGUST		 FISCAL YEAR
FIRES
ACRES
FIRES ACRES
167
905
1,350 10,518
177
1,054
1,709 11,824
54
159
54
159
NEW RECORD LOW FOR NUMBER OF FIRES AND ACRES BURNED FOR MONTH OF AUGUST
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SCOUTS’ TREES
The trees give us shelter for tramping and camping,
They shield us from cold, from wind, and from sun
Oh, what is so find as a friendly forest
For resting and sleeping when tramping is done?
From slender young trees we will make bows and arrows.
From an ancient tree trunk, a dug-out canoe;
Fashion our paddles from wood of the cypress,
In the swamp search and find a straight one and true.
The trees give us wood for a warm fire at evening.
When we gather for singing and to tell of great deeds.
Oh, Scouts’ trees give service, companionship, pleasure,
Taken from the book titled
“So save us, protect us!” Each friendly tree pleads.
--Selected Author

“Poems, Prose and Songs
of Trees and Woodlands
for South Carolina”,
published by the S.C. State
Commission of Forestry.

Photo of the Month
Piedmont Dispatcher
Anna Gantt sent in this
photo of the Cullasaja
River at Dry Falls in
North Carolina.

Quote of the Month
“Honesty is the first
chapter of the book of
wisdom."
Thomas Jefferson

Please send in your
photos or news to
Michelle Johnson at
mjohnson@scfc.gov.
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